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Let L be a Polish (i.e., complete separable metrizable) Lie ring. L is said to be algebraically
determined if, whenever R is a Polish Lie ring and ϕ: R→L is an algebraic isomorphism
of Lie rings, then ϕ is a topological isomorphism. The purpose of this paper is to prove that
the Lie ring of vector ﬁelds on a smooth manifold is an algebraically determined Polish
Lie ring. A new fact about the ring of real numbers plays a crucial role in the proof of
the general theorem. An application of the main theorem will be described to prove that
certain algebraic objects are complete invariants for classifying smooth manifolds up to
diffeomorphism.
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1. Introduction
A set L is an abstract Lie ring if it is an additive abelian group under a binary operation + and in addition has a second
binary operation [·,·] :L×L→L which is additive in the ﬁrst variable with the second variable ﬁxed and satisﬁes [x, y] =
−[y, x] and [x, [y, z]] = [[x, y], z] + [y, [x, z]] for every x, y and z ∈ L. It then follows that [·,·] is additive in the second
variable with the ﬁrst variable ﬁxed. Deﬁne an abstract Lie subring of L in an obvious manner. L is called a topological
Lie ring if it is a Lie ring and a topological space and the mappings: x → −x, L → L; (x, y) → x + y, L × L → L; and
(x, y) → [x, y], L × L → L are continuous. L is called a Polish Lie ring if it is a topological Lie ring whose underlying
topology is compatible with a complete separable metric. Deﬁne a topological group to be a Polish group in a similar
manner. Of course a particular example of a Lie ring is a Lie algebra over R (with scalar multiplication ignored). Another
example is an additive abelian Polish group in which all brackets are deﬁned to be 0. A topological Lie algebra is a Lie
algebra and a topological Lie ring in which the mapping (λ, X) → λX , R × L → L, is continuous. A Polish Lie algebra is
a topological Lie algebra whose underlying topology is compatible with a complete separable metric. Deﬁne the notion of
a homomorphism of Lie rings, an isomorphism of Lie rings and of a Polish ring in the obvious manner.
Let L be a Polish Lie ring. L is said to be an algebraically determined Polish Lie ring if, given a Polish Lie ring R and
an algebraic isomorphism ϕ of Lie rings ϕ :R→L, we have that ϕ is a topological isomorphism. Algebraically determined
Polish rings, groups, ﬁelds, algebras, and Lie algebras are deﬁned in a similar manner. Note that if L is an algebraically
determined Polish Lie ring then every automorphism of L must be continuous. The Baire category theorem implies that any
countable Polish Lie ring must be discrete. Therefore any countable Polish Lie ring is an algebraically determined Polish Lie
ring.
If M is a Hausdorff second countable C∞ manifold then the Lie ring (in fact Lie algebra) L(M) of globally deﬁned
C∞ vector ﬁelds on M can be made into a Polish Lie ring in a natural manner. In fact there is one and only one way to
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L0(M) be the Lie subring of L(M) consisting of the globally deﬁned C∞ vector ﬁelds on M with compact support.
Theorem 1. Let M be a Hausdorff second countable C∞ manifold, let L0(M) ⊂ L⊂ L(M) be an abstract Lie subring that is a Polish
Lie ring with respect to some Polish topology (which a priori has nothing to do with the natural Polish topology onL(M)), let U ⊂ M be
open, and let I(U ) = {G ∈L | G|U = 0}. Then the natural injection L→L(M) is continuous, I(U ) is a closed ideal in L and L/I(U )
is an algebraically determined Polish Lie ring in the quotient topology.
An example of L is L(M). Another is { f D | f ∈ S(R)}, where S(R) is the Schwartz space of rapidly decreasing smooth
functions on R with its usual topology and D = ddx . Still another is { f D + gD | f ∈ S(R) and g ∈ PT (R)} = { f D | f ∈ S(R)}⊕{gD | g ∈ PT (R)}, where PT (R) is the space of all inﬁnitely differentiable functions on R with period T > 0, topologized
by the seminorms g → lubx∈R |D(g)(x)|. Note that in these three examples { f D | f ∈ C∞0 (R)} ⊂ L but is not dense in the
third example. Note also that if U = M , then I(U ) = {0} and L/I(U ) = L. It is sometimes convenient to allow U = ∅, in
which case I(U ) =L and L/I(U ) = {0}.
Some condition such as L0(M) ⊂L is needed in Theorem 1, for the conclusion of the theorem is not true in general for
closed subalgebras of L(M). For example, if L= {λD | λ ∈ R}, then L is a closed Lie subalgebra of L(R). If L′ is R2 with
all brackets equal to 0, then L and L′ are isomorphic as abstract additive abelian groups and therefore as Lie rings, but
certainly are not topologically isomorphic.
One can improve upon Theorem 1 by the use of very general techniques.
Corollary 2. For each   1 let M be a Hausdorff second countable C∞ manifold, let L0(M) ⊂ L ⊂ L(M) be an abstract Lie
subring that is a Polish Lie ring with respect to some Polish topology (which a priori has nothing to do with the natural Polish topology
onL(M)), let U ⊂ M be open, and let I(U) = {G ∈L | G|U = 0}. Then I(U) is a closed ideal inL ,∏1 I(U) is a closed ideal
in
∏
1L ,
∏
1L/
∏
1 I(U) is topologically isomorphic to
∏
1L/I(U) and
∏
1L/I(U) is an algebraically determined
Polish Lie ring.
Notice that by allowing U = ∅ in the statement of Corollary 2 we encompass the case of ﬁnite products.
The method of proof of Theorem 1 combines elementary algebraic and analytic facts with results from descriptive set
theory. Preliminary general results on Polish Lie rings and Polish groups that are needed and perhaps of independent inter-
est are presented in Section 2. Of particular importance is the discussion of quotients of Polish Lie rings by closed ideals.
Section 3 includes a result about the real numbers (Proposition 17) which might be of interest on its own and which will
be of crucial importance in the proof of Theorem 1. Section 4 recalls some elementary facts about manifolds and vector
ﬁelds. Though not strictly logically necessary, Theorem 1 is proved for the special but still nontrivial case M =R in Sec-
tion 5 to convey the main ideas without being distracted by the notational complications which occur in the general case.
The notationally cumbersome general case is then handled in Section 6. This section of necessity utilizes quotient Lie rings
as a rigorous substitute for localization and entails nontrivial complications. Such quotients/localizations do not occur for
M =R since global charts, of course, exist in this case. Section 7 is devoted to the proof of a general statement, one very
special case of which is that the Lie ring L(M) is a complete algebraic invariant for smooth manifolds M up to diffeo-
morphism. This last result is due to Grabowski [5]. A related result for complex manifolds can be found in Amemiya [1].
The results of this section should also be compared to a theorem of Shanks and Pursell [13] who proved that L0(M) is
a complete invariant for M up to a diffeomorphism. The general idea how Theorem 1 very simply implies these results
about smooth manifolds is as follows. If M1 and M2 are two smooth manifolds and ϕ : L(M1) → L(M2) is an algebraic
isomorphism, then Theorem 1 implies that ϕ is a topological isomorphism. Therefore the set of closed proper maximal
ideals of L(M) with the hull-kernel topology, which may be identiﬁed topologically with M , is an algebraic invariant.
2. Preliminary general facts about Lie rings
The purpose of this section is to present a variety of general facts about Polish Lie rings and Polish groups, some of
which will prove to be of use in later sections and some of which are of independent interest. See [8,9,14] for the basic
material on Polish spaces and descriptive set theory used in this paper.
Proposition 3. LetL be a Lie ring which is also a Polish topological space. Suppose that the mapping x→ x+ y, L→L, is continuous
for every y ∈L and the mapping x → [x, y], L→L, is continuous for every y ∈L. Then L is a Polish Lie ring.
Proof. Fix x ∈L. The mapping y → y + x= x+ y, L→L, is continuous. Hence, the mapping (x, y) → x+ y, L×L→L is
separately continuous in each variable. Since L is a Polish space, Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 of Montgomery [11] imply that
the mappings: x → −x, L → L and (x, y) → x + y, L× L → L are continuous. This means that L, viewed as an abelian
group with respect to +, is a topological group.
Since the mapping x → [x, y] continuous for every y ∈ Y , we have that the mapping y → [y, x] → −[y, x] = [x, y]
is continuous for every x ∈ X . Hence, the mapping (x, y) → [x, y], L × L → L is separately continuous in each variable
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remarks. Hence, the set of points of continuity of [·,·] is a residual (and therefore nonempty) subset of L×L by Kuratowski
[9, Theorem 1, p. 394]. So suppose that (x0, y0) ∈ L × L is a point of continuity for [·,·], that (x′, y′) ∈ L × L and that
{(xn, yn)}n1 ⊂ L×L satisﬁes (xn, yn) → (x′, y′) as n → +∞. But then (x0 − x′ + xn, y0 − y′ + yn) → (x0, y0) as n → +∞.
Therefore [x0, y0]− [x0, y′]+ [x0, yn]− [x′, y0]+ [x′, y′]− [x′, yn]+ [xn, y0]− [xn, y′]+ [xn, yn] = [x0 − x′ + xn, y0 − y′ + yn] →
[x0, y0], which implies that [xn, yn] → [x0, y0] − [x0, y0] + [x0, y′] − [x0, y′] + [x′, y0] − [x′, y′] + [x′, y′] − [x′, y0] + [x′, y′] =
[x′, y′]. 
The techniques used to prove Proposition 3 can be applied to the following situation. Let V be an additive abelian Polish
group which is also a vector space over R. Suppose that λ → λ · v , R→ V , is continuous for all v ∈ V and that v → λ · v ,
V → V , is continuous for all λ ∈R. Then (λ, v) → λ · v , R× V → V , is continuous. Montgomery [11] also implies that if F
is a ﬁeld that is a Polish ring, then F is a Polish ﬁeld.
The following proposition and corollary are certainly known but perhaps a little diﬃcult to reference.
Proposition 4. If G is a Polish group and H ⊂ G is a closed subgroup, then G/H is a Polish space in the quotient topology.
Proof. It is well known that G/H is metrizable. Therefore the quotient mapping π : G → G/H is a continuous, open and
onto mapping from a complete metric space to a metrizable space. A hard result of Hausdorff [6] now implies that G/H is
complete metrizable. 
Corollary 5. Let G be a Polish topological group and let N be a closed normal subgroup. Then G/N with the quotient topology is a Polish
topological group.
Deﬁnition 6. Let L be a Lie ring. I⊂L is an ideal in L if I is a subgroup of the additive group of L which additionally has
the property that a ∈ I and b ∈L implies that [a,b] ∈ I. This of course implies that [b,a] ∈ I.
Proposition 7. Let L be a Polish Lie ring, let I ⊂ L be a closed ideal in L, let L/I be the quotient of additive abelian groups and let
π : L→ L/I be the natural quotient mapping. Then L/I is a Polish Lie ring with the operation [a + I,b + I]π = [a,b] + I for all a,
b ∈ I. In addition, π is a continuous open surjective homomorphism of Lie rings.
Proof. Let a, b ∈ L and let x, y ∈ I. Then [a + x,b + y] = [a,b] + [a, y] + [x,b] + [x, y] and [a, y] + [x,b] + [x, y] ∈ I, so
[·,·]π is a well-deﬁned function on L/I× L/I → L/I. Check easily that the pair (L/I, [·,·]π ) is a Lie ring. π is naturally
a surjective homomorphism of additive abelian groups and by deﬁnition we have that π([a,b]) = [a,b]+I= [a+I,b+I]π =
[π(a),π(b)]π for all a, b ∈L, so π is a Lie ring homomorphism as well.
L/I with the quotient topology is an abelian Polish group by Corollary 5 and π : L→ L/I is a continuous open surjec-
tion. We will be ﬁnished if we show that [·,·]π : L/I×L/I→ L/I is continuous. Let [π(a),π(b)]π ∈ U , where U ⊂ L/I is
open. Then π−1(U ) ⊂ L is open and [a,b] ∈ π−1(U ) since π([a,b]) = [π(a),π(b)]π . Since [·,·] : L×L→ L is continuous,
there exist open subsets V , W ⊂L such that (a,b) ∈ V ×W with [V ,W ] ⊂ π−1(U ). Therefore (π(a),π(b)) ∈ π(V )×π(W )
and [π(V ),π(W )]π = π([V ,W ]) ⊂ U . 
The following proposition certainly is well known.
Proposition 8. Let G and H be Polish groups and let ϕ : G → H be an algebraic isomorphism which is measurable with respect to sets
with the Baire property. Then ϕ is a topological isomorphism. This applies in particular if ϕ is a Borel mapping.
Proof. ϕ : G → H is continuous by Theorem 9.10 of Kechris [8]. Therefore ϕ−1 : H → G is a Borel mapping by a corollary to
the Lusin–Souslin Theorem (Corollary 15.2, Kechris [8]) and ϕ−1 is continuous. 
Corollary 9. Let R and L be Polish Lie rings and let ϕ :R→L be an algebraic Lie ring isomorphism which is measurable with respect
to sets with the Baire property. Then ϕ is a topological isomorphism. This applies in particular if ϕ is a Borel mapping.
Proof. View R and L as additive abelian Polish groups and apply Proposition 8. 
Corollary 10. LetL1 andL2 be Polish Lie rings and let ψ :L1 →L2 be a Lie ring homomorphism. Then kernel(ψ) is a Lie ring ideal in
L1 which is closed if ψ is continuous. If ψ is both continuous and surjective, then the naturally induced quotient Lie ring isomorphism
ψ˜ :L1/kernel(ψ) →L2 is a topological isomorphism of Polish Lie rings.
Proof. L1/kernel(ψ) and L2 are Polish Lie rings and ψ˜ : L1/kernel(ψ) → L2 is a continuous isomorphism. Hence, ψ˜ is
a topological isomorphism by Corollary 9. 
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topologically isomorphic Polish Lie rings in a natural manner.
Proof. The natural homomorphism L/I→L/J is continuous and surjective with kernel J/I. Now use Corollary 10. 
Note that if Lm be a Polish Lie ring for each m  1, then
∏
m1Lm is a Polish Lie ring in the product topology. If
a countable product of Polish Lie rings is an algebraically determined Polish Lie ring, then it is easy to see that each
factor must be an algebraically determined Polish Lie ring. On the other hand, not every countable product of algebraically
determined Polish Lie rings is an algebraically determined Polish Lie ring. For example, if L =Q with the discrete topology
and trivial bracket operation for each  1, then each L is an algebraically determined Polish Lie ring, but
∏
1L as an
abstract Lie ring is a vector space over Q of dimension 2c with trivial bracket and is therefore algebraically isomorphic as
an additive abelian abstract group to R with trivial bracket, which is not an algebraically determined Polish Lie ring. Thus
some constraints are needed on the factors to conclude that a countable product of algebraically determined Polish Lie rings
is an algebraically determined Polish Lie ring. Propositions 12, 14 and 15 give suﬃcient conditions for this to hold.
Proposition 12. Let {L}1 be a sequence of algebraically determined Polish Lie rings each of whose center is {0} and let L =∏
1L . Then L is an algebraically determined Polish Lie ring.
Proof. It is simple to check that L is a Polish Lie ring with the obvious component-wise operations. Let R be a Polish Lie
ring and let ϕ :R→L be an algebraic isomorphism of Lie rings. If F ⊂N then LF =∏∈F L is a Lie ideal in L in an obvi-
ous manner, {L ∈L | [L, X] = 0 for all X ∈LF } is a Lie ideal in L which may be identiﬁed with LN−F =∏∈N−F L , for the
center of LF is {0} since the center of each L is {0}, and LF = {L ∈ L | [L, X] = 0 for all X ∈ LN−F }. These facts of course
give a purely algebraic proof that LF and LN−F are closed Lie ideals in R. Hence, RF = ϕ−1(LF ) and RN−F = ϕ−1(LN−F )
are also both closed Lie ideals in R. The natural mapping RF ×RN−F →R, (s, t) → s + t is a continuous bijection of Polish
Lie rings and therefore is a topological isomorphism. For any  1 we have that ϕ|R :R →L is an algebraic isomorphism
and therefore a topological isomorphism between two Polish Lie rings since each L is an algebraically determined Polish
Lie ring. If F ⊂ N with |F | < +∞, then there is a natural continuous bijection ∏∈F R →∏∈F L which must therefore
be a topological isomorphism. Similarly there is a natural continuous bijection of the Polish Lie rings
∏
∈F R → RF that
therefore must be a topological isomorphism. Finally, if U ⊂∏∈F L is open, then U ×LN−F is a typical basic open subset
of L and ϕ−1(U ×LN−F ) = (ϕ|RF )−1(U ) ×RN−F is open in R. Since ϕ−1 of any basic open subset of L is open in R, we
have that ϕ is a continuous isomorphism of Polish Lie rings and therefore is a topological isomorphism. Hence, L is an
algebraically determined Polish Lie ring. 
Note that {0} is an algebraically determined Polish Lie ring so that Proposition 12 includes the case of ﬁnite products by
setting L = {0} for all suﬃciently large .
The following proposition ﬁrst appeared in [2].
Proposition 13. Let G be a Polish group, A ⊂ G an analytic subset and H ⊂ G an analytic subgroup such that A intersects each
H-coset in exactly one point and G = AH. Then H is closed in G.
Proof. Since the topology on G is Polish, the relative topology on A is second countable and there exists a separating
family of relatively open sets {Ci}i1 for the topology on A. Each Ci is the intersection of an open subset of G with an
analytic subset of G and hence is analytic. Let Ei = CiH for every i  1. Each Ei is analytic and hence has the Baire property
since each Ei is a product of two analytic sets. Since Ei H = CiHH = CiH = Ei for every i  1, we have that each Ei is
right-invariant under H .
Let a, b ∈ A be such that aH 
= bH . Then a 
= b and there exists C such that a ∈ C and b /∈ C . We will show that
E = CH is such that aH ⊂ E and bH ∩ E = ∅. If h ∈ H , then ah ∈ CH = E and hence aH ⊂ E . Suppose that bH ∩ E 
= ∅
and let x ∈ bH ∩ E = bH ∩ CH . Then there exist c ∈ C and h, k ∈ H such that x= bh = ck and hence c = bhk−1 ∈ bH . Since
c ∈ C ⊂ A we have that c ∈ A ∩ bH . Since b ∈ A ∩ bH and since A intersects the H-cosets in exactly one point, we have
that b = c ∈ C , a contradiction. Hence, bH ∩ E = ∅ and therefore the countable collection {Ei}i1 separates the H-cosets.
Miller’s Theorem (Theorem 1, [10]) now implies that H is closed in G . 
If L is a Lie ring, let Z(L) = {F ∈L | [F ,G] = 0 for all G ∈L} be the center of L.
Proposition 14. Let N  1 and let {L}1 be a sequence of algebraically determined Lie rings such that every element of L is the
sum of N brackets of pairs of elements of L . Then L=∏1L is an algebraically determined Lie ring.
Proof. Let R be a Polish Lie ring and let ϕ :R→L be an algebraic isomorphism. If S ⊂N let LS =∏∈S L . The centralizer
of LS in L is LN−S ×∏∈S Z(L). The sum of N brackets of pairs of elements of LN−S ×∏∈S Z(L) is LN−S . Let RS =
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of ϕ−1(LN−S ×∏∈S Z(L)), viz., RN−S = ϕ−1(LN−S ), is an analytic subset of R. Hence for every S ⊂N we have that both
RS and RN−S are analytic subgroups of R, RS ∩RN−S is the identity in R and R= RS ·RN−S . Proposition 13 now implies
that both RS and RN−S are closed subrings of R. The natural mapping (a,b) → a + b, RS × RN−S → R, is a continuous
bijective homomorphism and therefore R and RS ×RN−S are topologically isomorphic by Corollary 9. Now ﬁnish the proof
of this proposition just as one ﬁnished the proof of Proposition 12. 
Proposition 15. Let M  1 and let {L}1M be a ﬁnite sequence of algebraically determined Polish Lie rings such that L =
[L,L], the commutator Lie subring of L . Then L=∏1M L is an algebraically determined Polish Lie ring.
Proof. The proof of this proposition is very similar to that of Proposition 14. Let R be a Polish Lie ring and let ϕ :R→L be
an algebraic isomorphism. If S ⊂ {1, . . . ,M} let LS =∏∈S L . The centralizer of LS in L is L{1,...,M}−S ×∏∈S Z(L). The
commutator subgroup of L{1,...,M}−S ×∏∈S Z(L) is L{1,...,M}−S . Let RS = ϕ−1(RS ). Then ϕ−1(L{1,...,M}−S ×∏∈S Z(L)) is
the centralizer of RS , a closed subset of R. Therefore the commutator subgroup of ϕ−1(L{1,...,M}−S ×∏∈S Z(L)), viz.,
R{1,...,M}−S = ϕ−1(L{1,...,M}−S ), is an analytic subset of R. Hence for every S ⊂ {1, . . . ,M} we have that both RS and
R{1,...,M}−S are analytic subgroups of R, RS ∩ R{1,...,M}−S = {0} and R = RS · R{1,...,M}−S . Proposition 13 now implies that
both RS and R{1,...,M}−S are closed subgroups of R. The natural mapping (a,b) → a+b, RS ×R{1,...,M}−S →R, is a continu-
ous bijective homomorphism and therefore R and RS ×R{1,...,M}−S are topologically isomorphic by Corollary 9. Now ﬁnish
the proof of this proposition just as one ﬁnished the proof of Proposition 12. 
Proposition 16. Let {L}1 be a sequence of Polish Lie rings and I ⊂ L a closed Lie ideal for each  1. Then∏1 I is a closed
Lie ideal in
∏
1L and the natural algebraic isomorphism of Lie rings between
∏
1L/
∏
1 I and
∏
1L/I is a topological
isomorphism of Polish Lie rings.
Proof. The natural mapping of
∏
1L to
∏
1L/I is continuous and surjective and with kernel
∏
1 I . The conclu-
sion now follows from Proposition 10. 
Note that {0} is a Polish Lie ring, so that Proposition 16 includes the case of ﬁnite products by setting L = {0} for all
suﬃciently large .
3. Products of the ring of real numbers
The following proposition will prove to be very useful. It is an obvious generalization of Proposition 2 of [7] and is
proved by similar though slightly more complicated methods. Notice that the result is not true for Cn (even when n = 1)
since C has 2c discontinuous automorphisms.
Proposition 17. Let n 1. Make Rn into a commutative Polish ring (Rn, ) with the usual topology and vector addition together with
the multiplication (x1, . . . , xn)  (y1, . . . , yn) = (x1 y1, . . . , xn yn), so (Rn, ) =∏1n(R, ·) as a product of rings. Let R be a Polish
ring and let ϕ :R→ (Rn, ) be a surjective ring homomorphism such that ϕ−1(0) is an analytic subset of R. Then ϕ is continuous. In
particular (Rn, ) is an algebraically determined Polish ring. Similar statements hold for (R∞, ) =∏1(R, ·).
Proof. If x = (x1, . . . , xn), y = (y1, . . . , yn) ∈ Rn , deﬁne a partial order  by x  y if and only if x  y for all 1    n.
If z ∈ Rn , let U (z) = {x ∈ Rn | z  x} and L(z) = {x ∈ Rn | x  z}. If S = {x  x | x ∈ Rn}, then U (z) = z + S and L(z) = z − S .
Therefore if a, b ∈ Rn and a  b, we have that B(a,b) = {x ∈ Rn | a  x  b} = U (a) ∩ L(b) = (a + S) ∩ (b − S). If R is
a Polish ring and ϕ : R → Rn is a surjective ring homomorphism such that ϕ−1(0) is analytic, then ϕ−1(x) is also an
analytic subset of R for every x ∈Rn , for if w ∈ ϕ−1(x), then ϕ−1(x) = w + ϕ−1(0) is an analytic subset of R. Furthermore,
ϕ−1(B(a,b)) = ϕ−1(a+ S)∩ϕ−1(b− S) = (ϕ−1(a)+ϕ−1(S))∩ (ϕ−1(b)−ϕ−1(S)) is an analytic subset of R since ϕ−1(S) =
ϕ−1(0)+{r2 | r ∈R} and therefore both ϕ−1(a)+ϕ−1(S) and ϕ−1(b)−ϕ−1(S) are analytic sets. If W ⊂Rn is open, then W
is a countable union of sets of the form B(a,b) and ϕ−1(W ) is an analytic subset of R. Hence, Theorem 9.10 of Kechris [8]
implies that ϕ , viewed as a homomorphism of additive abelian groups, is continuous since every analytic set is a set with
the Baire property. If ϕ is a bijection, then ϕ−1(0) is a single point and therefore trivially an analytic set, ϕ is continuous,
and ﬁnally ϕ is a topological isomorphism by Proposition 8.
For the (R∞, ) case, let S = {x  x | x ∈R∞} as before. For n 1 and x1, . . . , xn ∈R, let z ∈R∞ with z = 0 for 1  n
and z = −1 for  > n, z  S = {z  w | w ∈ S}, U (x1, . . . , xn) = (x1, . . . , xn,0,0, . . .) + S + (z  S) = {y ∈ R∞ | x  y for
1    n and y ∈ R for  > n} and L(x1, . . . , xn) = (x1, . . . , xn,0,0, . . .) − S − (z  S) = {y ∈ R∞ | y  x for 1   
n and y ∈ R for  > n}. If a, b ∈ Rn with a  b let B(a,b) = U (a) ∩ L(b) = {y ∈ R∞ | a  y  b for 1    n and y ∈
R for  > n}. If R is a Polish ring and ϕ : R → R∞ is a surjective ring homomorphism such that ϕ−1(0) is ana-
lytic, then ϕ−1(x) is also an analytic subset of R for every x ∈ R∞ by the same argument as before. If a ∈ Rn then
ϕ−1(U (a)) = ϕ−1((a1, . . . ,an,0,0, . . .) + S + (z  S)) = ϕ−1((a1, . . . ,an,0,0, . . .)) + ϕ−1(S) + ϕ−1(z)ϕ−1(S) is an analytic
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ϕ−1(L(b)) is an analytic set for all b ∈ Rn . Hence, if a, b ∈ Rn with a  b then ϕ−1(B(a,b)) = ϕ−1(U (a)) ∩ ϕ−1(L(b)) is an
analytic set. Since every open subset W ⊂R∞ is a countable union of sets of the form B(a,b), ϕ−1(W ) is an analytic subset
of R. One ﬁnishes this proof in this case as before. 
4. L(M) is a Polish Lie algebra
The purpose of this section is to recall some elementary facts about manifolds and vector ﬁelds and to give a condensed
sketch of the well-known folk theorem that L(M) is a Polish Lie algebra. [3] or [15] are basic references on manifolds.
If U ⊂ Rn is open, K(U ) is the collection of compact subsets of U , K ∈ K(U ), m  0 and f ∈ C∞(U ), deﬁne a family
of seminorms on C∞(U ) by pK ,m( f ) = supx∈K ,|α|m(|(∂α f )(x)|). C∞(U ) is a locally convex linear topological algebra in
the topology generated by these seminorms. C∞(U ) is also separable. To see this, let Kn ⊂ U be a sequence of compact
subsets of U such that Kn ⊂ Int(Kn+1) and ⋃n1 Kn = U . The mapping f →∏α,n1 ∂α( f )|Kn , C∞(U ) →∏α,n1 C(Kn), is
a homeomorphism onto its range. Each C(Kn) is separable by the Stone–Weierstrass Theorem,
∏
α,n1 C(Kn) is separable
and metrizable and therefore C∞(U ) is separable. Here α = (α1, . . . ,αn) is a multi-index of nonnegative integers, |α| =
α1 + · · · + αn and ∂α = ∂α11 . . . ∂αnn , where ∂ = ∂/∂x . This topology on C∞(U ) is compatible with a complete separable
metric. See Rudin [12, p. 34–35], for a condensed sketch of these matters.
Deﬁnition 18. Let M be a C∞ manifold and let F ∈ L(M). Then the support of F , denoted Supp(F ), is the complement of
the set of all m ∈ M such that there exists an open set x ∈ U ⊂ M with F |U = 0. It is clear that Supp(F ) is a closed subset
of M . Denote by L0(M) those vectors ﬁelds on M which have compact support.
Lemma 19. Let M be a C∞ manifold and let F , G ∈ L(M). Then Supp([F ,G]) ⊂ Supp(F ) ∩ Supp(G). In particular, L0(M) is a Lie
subalgebra (and therefore Lie subring) of L(M).
Proof. Let U = M − Supp(F ) and V = M − Supp(G). U and V are open, F |U = 0, [F ,G]|U = 0, G|V = 0, [F ,G]|V = 0,
[F ,G]|U ∪ V = 0 and therefore Supp([F ,G]) ⊂ (U ∪ V )c = Supp(F ) ∩ Supp(G). 
Suppose that U , V and W are n-dimensional C∞ manifolds and α : V → W and β : U → V are diffeomorphisms. If
F ∈ L(V ) deﬁne dα(F ) ∈ L(W ) by dα(F )( f ) = F ( f ◦ α) ◦ α−1 for all f ∈ C∞(W ). Then for all F ∈ L(U ) and f ∈ C∞(W )
we have that d(α ◦ β)(F )( f ) = (F )( f ◦α ◦ β) ◦ (α ◦ β)−1 = (F )( f ◦α ◦ β) ◦ β−1 ◦α−1 and (dα ◦dβ)(F )( f ) = dα(dβ(F ))( f ) =
dβ(F )( f ◦ α) ◦ α−1 = F ( f ◦ α ◦ β) ◦ β−1 ◦ α−1. Therefore d(α ◦ β) = dα ◦ dβ . Suppose that M is an n-dimensional C∞
manifold and let (U ,α) be a local chart with respect to the differentiable structure on M , where U ⊂ M is open, α(U ) ⊂Rn
is open, and α : U → α(U ) is a diffeomorphism. A vector ﬁeld F on M gives rise to a vector ﬁeld dα(F |U ) on α(U ). It
is easy to check that dα(F |U )( f ) = ∑1n φ∂( f ) for some φ ∈ C∞(α(U )) and all f ∈ C∞(α(U )). As a consequence
dα(F |U ) =∑1n φ∂ on α(U ). Conversely, if G is a vector ﬁeld on α(U ) with compact support, then G gives rise to
H ∈L0(M) by setting H|(M −α−1(Supp(G))) = 0 and (H|U )( f ) = (G( f ◦α−1)) ◦α for all f ∈ C∞(U ). These two deﬁnitions
agree where they overlap. Notice that if f ∈ C∞(α(U )), then dα(H|U )( f ) = ((H|U )( f ◦ α)) ◦ α−1 = ((G( f ◦ α ◦ α−1)) ◦ α) ◦
α−1 = G( f ).
Next, suppose that V and W are n-dimensional C∞ manifolds, α : V → W is a diffeomorphism, F , G ∈ L(V ) and
f ∈ C∞(W ). Then dα([F ,G])( f ) = ([F ,G]( f ◦ α)) ◦ α−1 = F (G( f ◦ α)) ◦ α−1 − G(F ( f ◦ α)) ◦ α−1 = F (G( f ◦ α) ◦ α−1 ◦ α) ◦
α−1 −G(F ( f ◦α)◦α−1 ◦α)◦α−1 = F (dα(G)( f )◦α)◦α−1 −G(dα(F )( f )◦α)◦α−1 = dα(F )(dα(G)( f ))−dα(G)(dα(F )( f )) =
[dα(F ),dα(G)]( f ).
Lemma 20. Suppose that M is an n-dimensional C∞ manifold and let (U ,α) be a local chart with respect to the differentiable structure
on M, where U ⊂ M is open, α(U ) ⊂ Rn is open, and α : U → α(U ) is a diffeomorphism, and let V ⊂ U be open. If F ∈ L(M), then
F |V = 0 if and only if dα(F |U )|α(V ) = 0.
Proof. If f ∈ C∞(α(V )) and F |V = 0, then (dα(F |U )|α(V ))( f ) = (((F |V )( f ◦ α)) ◦ α−1)|α(V ) = (0 ◦ α−1)|α(V ) = 0.
Conversely, suppose that dα(F |U )|α(V ) = 0 and that f ∈ C∞(V ). Then ( f ◦α−1) ∈ C∞(α(V )) and 0 = (dα(F |U )|α(V ))×
( f ◦ α−1) = ((F |V )( f ◦ α−1 ◦ α)) ◦ α−1|α(V )) = ((F |V )( f ) ◦ α−1)|α(V ), (F |V )( f ) = 0 and therefore F |V = 0. 
For F ∈ L(M) and φ : V → W ⊂ Rn a chart we have that dφ(F ) =∑1n f,φ∂ for some f,φ ∈ C∞(U ). For K ∈K(V )
deﬁne qφ,K ,m(F ) = max1in{pφ(K ),m( f i,φ) | dφ(F ) =∑1n f,φ∂}. Give L(M) the topology generated by the seminorms{qφ,K ,m | φ a chart, K ∈K(domain(φ)), m 0}. Elementary estimates give the following lemma.
Lemma 21. Let φ : U → V be a diffeomorphism of open sets in Rn, K ∈K(U ) and m  0. Then there exists C(φ, K ,m) > 0 so that
pK ,m( f ◦ φ) C(φ, K ,m) · pφ(K ),m( f ) for all f ∈ C∞(V ).
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with the following properties: each clM(Vi) is compact; {φi}i0 is a collection of charts so that each φi : Vi → Wi , a cubical
neighborhood in Rn; and {Ki, j}i, j0 is a collection of compact subsets of M so that for each i  1 we have that ⋃ j1 Ki, j =
Vi and Ki, j ⊂ Int(Ki, j+1) for each i, j  0.
For F ∈ L(M) let qi, j,m(F ) = qφi ,Ki, j ,m(F ) for every i, j, m  0. Then {qi, j,m}i, j,m0 is a countable family of seminorms
that separates points. Hence, ρ(F ,G) = ∑i, j,m0 12i+ j+m · qi, j,m(F−G)1+qi, j,m(F−G) is a metric on L(M). Elementary estimates using
Lemma 21 in an essential manner show that the metric ρ is compatible with the topology on L(M), that the metric space
(L(M),ρ) is separable and complete, that L0(M) is dense in L(M) and that L(M) is a Polish Lie algebra. Proposition 3 is
useful in giving a quick proof of this last assertion.
5. L(R)
In this section we concentrate on studying L(R). This section contains most (but not all) of the key ideas used to prove
the general manifold case. Note that every C∞ vector ﬁeld on R is of the form f D , where f ∈ C∞(R) and D = ddx . Note
also that [ f D, gD] = ( f g′ − f ′g)D in L(R) and that the mapping f D → f (a), L(M) →R, is continuous for every a ∈ M .
Lemma 22. Let R be a Polish Lie ring, let ϕ : R → L(R) be an algebraic isomorphism of Lie rings and C = {λD | λ ∈ R}. Then C is
a closed Lie subring of L(R) and ϕ−1(C) is closed in R. Continuous binary operations can be deﬁned on both C and ϕ−1(C) with
respect to which they are both algebraically and topologically isomorphic to the Polish ring R and such that ϕ|ϕ−1(C) : ϕ−1(C) → C
is a topological isomorphism of Polish ﬁelds.
Proof. C is closed in L(R) and the mapping λD → λ, C → R is a topological isomorphism between two additive abelian
Polish groups by the deﬁnition of the topology on L(R). Note also that C = { f D ∈ L(R) | [ f D, D] = 0} since [ f D, D] =
− f ′D . This observation gives an algebraic proof that C is a closed commutative Lie subring of L(R). Hence, ϕ−1(C) =
{r ∈ R | [r,ϕ−1(D)] = 0} is closed in R. Notice that the binary operation (λD,μD) → [λD, [μD, x22 D]] = [λD,μxD] = λμD ,
C × C → C makes C into a commutative Polish ring which is algebraically isomorphic to the ﬁeld R. Similarly, notice
that the binary operation (ϕ−1(λD),ϕ−1(μD)) → [ϕ−1(λD), [ϕ−1(μD),ϕ−1( x22 D)]] = [ϕ−1(λD),ϕ−1(μxD)] = ϕ−1(λμD),
ϕ−1(C) × ϕ−1(C) → ϕ−1(C) makes ϕ−1(C) into a commutative Polish ring which is algebraically isomorphic via ϕ to the
Polish ﬁeld C and therefore to the Polish ﬁeld R. Hence, ϕ : ϕ−1(C) → C is a topological isomorphism by Proposition 2
of [7]. 
Lemma 23. Let J ⊂ R be an open interval, f ∈ C∞( J ) and a ∈ J . Then there is a unique g ∈ C∞( J ) such that f (x) =
f (a) + (x − a)g(x) for all x ∈ J . Furthermore there is a G ∈ C∞( J ), unique up to an additive constant, such that f (x) =
f (a) + (x− a)G ′(x) for all x ∈ J .
Proof. The uniqueness of g is simple since g(x) = f (x)− f (a)x−a for all x 
= a and g(a) = (Df )(a). To show the existence of
g note that the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus and the change of variables w = a + t(x − a) implies that f (x) =
f (a)+∫ xa (Df )(w)dw = f (a)+(x−a) ∫ 10 (Df )(a+t(x−a))dt . It is simple to check that g(x) = ∫ 10 (Df )(a+t(x−a))dt ∈ C∞( J ).
To ﬁnish the proof let G be any antiderivative for g . G of course is unique up to an additive constant. 
Lemma 24. Let J ⊂ R be an open interval, f ∈ C∞( J ) and a ∈ J . Then there exist G ∈ C∞( J ) and a unique b ∈ R such that f D =
bD + GD + [GD,aD] − [GD, xD]. G is unique up to an additive constant and b = f (a).
Proof. bD + GD + [GD,aD] − [GD, xD] = bD + GD + (G · 0 − G ′ · a)D − (G · 1 − G ′ · x)D = (b + (x − a)G ′)D . Therefore
f D = bD + GD + [GD,aD] − [GD, xD] if and only if f (x) = b + (x − a)G ′(x) for all x ∈ J . Therefore b = f (a) and G is
uniquely determined up to an additive constant. 
Lemma 25. Fix c1 ∈ ϕ−1(C). Then for every r1 ∈ R, there is a unique c2 ∈ ϕ−1(C) and an r2 ∈ R such that r1 = c2 + r2 + [r2, c1] −
[r2,ϕ−1(xD)]. The mapping r1 → c2 , R→ ϕ−1(C), is a Borel mapping.
Proof. Sc1 = {(r1, r2, c2) ∈R2 ×ϕ−1(C) | r1 = c2 + r2 + [r2, c1] − [r2,ϕ−1(xD)]} is a closed additive subgroup of R2 ×ϕ−1(C)
since both sides of the equation deﬁning Sc1 are continuous in (r1, r2, c2). If π (1  3) is the projection onto the -th
coordinate in R3, note that Lemma 24 implies that π1(Sc1 ) = R and the uniqueness of c2 for a given r1. Zc1 = {(0, r,0) |
(0, r,0) ∈ Sc1 } is a closed additive subgroup of Sc1 . If (r1, r2, c2) ∈ Sc1 , then π−11 (r1) ∩ Sc1 = {(r1, r2 + r, c2) | (0, r,0) ∈ Sc1 } =
(r1, r2, c2)+Zc1 . Theorem 12.17 of Kechris [8] implies that there is a Borel uniformization for the quotient group Sc1/Zc1 or,
equivalently, there is a Borel uniformization U on Sc1 with respect to π1, i.e., U ⊂ Sc1 is a Borel set such that π1|U : U →R
is a bijection. The Lusin–Souslin Theorem [8, Corollary 15.2, p. 89] now implies that (π1|U )−1 : R → U ⊂ Sc1 is a Borel
mapping and hence that π3 ◦ (π1|U )−1 : R → ϕ−1(C) is a Borel mapping. This is just the statement that the mapping
r1 → c2, R→ ϕ−1(C), is a Borel mapping. 
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Proof. Let R be a Polish Lie ring and let ϕ :R→L(R) be an algebraic isomorphism of Lie rings. Let f ∈ C∞(R) and a ∈R.
There is G ∈ C∞(R) such that f (x) = f (a) + (x − a)G ′(x) for all x ∈ R. But then f D = f (a)D + GD + [GD,aD] − [GD, xD]
and so ϕ−1( f D) = ϕ−1( f (a)D) + ϕ−1(GD) + [ϕ−1(GD),ϕ−1(aD)] − [ϕ−1(GD),ϕ−1(xD)]. Note that both ϕ−1( f (a)D) and
ϕ−1(aD) are elements of ϕ−1(C). Lemma 25 and Lemma 22 imply that the mapping ψa : ϕ−1( f D) → ϕ−1( f (a)D) →
f (a)D → f (a), R→ ϕ−1(C) → C→R, is a Borel mapping for every a ∈R.
Let {an}n1 ⊂R be dense and deﬁne Ψ :R→∏n1R by Ψ (ϕ−1( f D)) =∏n1 ψan (ϕ−1( f D)) =∏n1 f (an). Then Ψ is
a one-to-one Borel mapping and therefore is a Borel isomorphism onto its range, a Borel set, by the Lusin–Souslin Theorem
[8, Corollary 15.2, p. 89]. Similarly the mapping Φ : L(R) →∏n1R deﬁned by Φ( f D) =∏n1 f (an) is a continuous one-
to-one mapping onto its range. Again, the Lusin–Souslin Theorem implies that Φ(L(R)) is a Borel subset of
∏
n1R and
that Φ−1 : Φ(L(R)) → L(R) is a Borel mapping. Note that Ψ (ϕ−1(L(R))) = Φ(L(R)) and therefore Φ−1 ◦ Ψ makes sense
and is a Borel mapping. But Φ−1 ◦ Ψ : ϕ−1( f D) → f D and therefore coincides with ϕ . Hence, ϕ : R → L(R) is a Borel
isomorphism of additive abelian Polish groups and therefore is a topological isomorphism by Corollary 9. 
6. The general case
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1 in a series of propositions and lemmas.
Proposition 27. Let M be an n-dimensional C∞ manifold with a countable basis, let ∅ 
= U ⊂ M be open and let S(U ) =
{F ∈ L | Supp(F ) ⊂ U }. Then the centralizer of S(U ) in L is I(U ) = {G ∈ L | G|U = 0}, a closed ideal in L. If R is a Polish Lie
ring and ϕ :R→L is an algebraic isomorphism of Lie rings, then ϕ−1(I(U )) is a closed ideal in R.
Proof. Let F ∈ S(U ) and G ∈ I(U ). Supp(G) ⊂ Uc and therefore Supp([F ,G]) ⊂ Supp(F ) ∩ Supp(G) ⊂ U ∩ Uc = ∅ by
Lemma 19. Hence, [F ,G] = 0 and I(U ) is contained in the centralizer of S(U ).
Conversely, let G ∈ L be in the centralizer of S(U ). U =⋃γ∈Γ Vγ , where each Vγ ⊂ U is open and diffeomorphic to
an open subset of Rn . Then G is in the centralizer of each S(Vγ ). If G|Vγ = 0 for each γ , then G|U = 0 and G ∈ I(U ).
Hence, it suﬃces to consider the case in which U is an open ball in Rn by Lemma 20. Then G|U =∑1 jn g j∂ j , where
each g j ∈ C∞(U ). Let K ⊂ U be any compact set which is the closure of its interior and let f ∈ C∞(M) satisfy f |K = 1
and Supp( f ) ⊂ U [15, Corollary, p. 11]. Deﬁne Fi |U = f ∂i for each i and Fi |(M − U ) = 0. Then each Fi ∈ S(U ) and 0 =
[G, Fi]|K = (∑1 jn g j∂ j( f )∂i −∑1 jn f ∂i(g j)∂ j)|K = −(∑1 jn ∂i(g j)∂ j)|K since f |K = 1, each ∂ j( f ) = 0 on Int(K )
and hence on K = cl(Int(K )). If Li is deﬁned by Li = xi f ∂i on U and Li = 0 on M − Supp( f ), then Li ∈ S(U ) and so 0 =
[G, Li]|K = (∑1 jn g j∂ j(xi f )∂i −∑1 jn xi f ∂i(g j)∂ j)|K = (gi f ∂i +∑1 jn xi g j∂ j( f )∂i − xi f ∑1 jn ∂i(g j)∂ j)|K = gi∂i |K
since ∂ j( f )|K = 0 and ∑1 jn ∂i(g j)∂ j |K = 0 from above. So each gi∂i |K = 0 which implies that G|K = 0. G|U = 0 since U
is a union of compact sets which are the closure of their interiors. Therefore I(U ) contains, and hence is, the centralizer of
S(U ). This proves that I(U ) is not only an ideal but a closed ideal in L.
If R is a Polish Lie ring and ϕ : R→ L is an algebraic isomorphism of Lie rings, then ϕ−1(I(U )) is an ideal in R which
is closed since it is the centralizer of ϕ−1(S(U )). 
Deﬁnition 28. For v = (v1, . . . , vn) ∈Rn deﬁne v · D =∑1n vi∂i .
Theorem 29. Let V be a regular open subset of M, so that there exists V ⊂ W ⊂ M open and α a diffeomorphism with α : W →
α(W ) ⊂ Rn, α(W ) and α(V ) bounded open similarly centered cubes and α(V ) ⊂ clRn (α(V )) ⊂ α(W ). Let π : L → L/I(V )
be the natural quotient mapping. Let K be a Polish Lie ring, ψ : K → π(L) be an algebraic isomorphism of Lie rings and C =
{F ∈ L | dα(F |W ) = f · D|α(W ), where f ∈ (C∞(α(W )))n and f |α(V ) = λ ∈ Rn}. Then C is a closed Lie subring of L, I(V ) ⊂ C,
π(C) is a closed Lie subring of π(L) and ψ−1(π(C)) is closed in K. Continuous binary operations can be deﬁned on both π(C) and
ψ−1(π(C)) with respect to which they are both algebraically and topologically isomorphic to the commutative Polish ring (Rn, ) and
so that ψ |ψ−1(π(C)) : ψ−1(π(C)) → π(C) is a topological isomorphism of commutative Polish rings.
Proof. For 1  n choose h = (h,1, . . . ,h,n) ∈ C∞0 (α(W ))n which satisﬁes h| clRn (α(V )) = (δ,1, . . . , δ,n) and let H ∈
L0(M) ⊂ L be the vector ﬁeld on M whose support is contained in W with dα(H|W ) = h · D . Note that ∂i(h j,k)|α(V ) =
0 for all 1  i, j, k  n and that {F ∈ L | [F , H] ∈ I(V ) for all 1    n} = {F ∈ L | dα(F |W ) = f · D, where f ∈
C∞(α(W ))n and [ f · D,h · D]|α(V ) = 0 for 1    n}. Now [ f · D,h · D]|α(V ) = (∑1in∑1 jn fi∂i(h, j)∂ j −∑
1 jn
∑
1in h, j∂ j( f i)∂i)|α(V ) = −
∑
1in ∂( f i)∂i |α(V ) = 0 if and only if each ∂( f i)|α(V ) = 0 for 1 i,  n if and
only if f i |α(V ) is constant for 1 i  n. Hence, C= {F ∈L | [F , H] ∈ I(V ) for 1  n}, I(V ) ⊂ C since I(V ) is an ideal in
L and C=⋂1n{F ∈ L | [F , H] ∈ I(V )} is a Lie subring of L by Jacobi’s identity and the fact that I(V ) is an ideal. C is
also closed since I(V ) is closed and the mappings F → [F , H] are continuous.
Furthermore, F ∈ C if and only if [F , H] ∈ I(V ) for all 1  n if and only if π([F , H]) = 0 for all 1  n if and only
if [π(F ),π(H)] = 0 for all 1    n, so π(C) is the centralizer of {π(H1), . . . ,π(Hn)} in π(L), π(C) is closed in π(L),
ψ−1(π(C)) is the centralizer of {ψ−1(π(H1)), . . . ,ψ−1(π(Hn))} in K and therefore ψ−1(π(C)) is closed in K.
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also that if K ∈L and dα(K |W ) ∈ dα(I(V )), then K ∈ I(V ).
Let g ∈ C∞0 (α(W ))n be deﬁned by g(x) =
∑
1n
x2
2 h(x) for all x ∈ α(W ). Let G ∈ L0(M) ⊂ L be the vector ﬁeld on
M whose support is contained in W and such that dα(G|W ) = g · D =∑1n x22 h,∂ . Let H =∑1n H ∈ L0 ⊂ L so
that dα(H|W ) = (∑1n h) · D . Then for λ ∈ Rn deﬁne λ  H ∈ L0(M) ∩ C⊂ L to be the vector ﬁeld with support in W
satisfying dα(λ  H|W ) = (∑1n λh) · D =∑1n λh,∂ . Now
dα
([
λ  H, [μ  H,G]]∣∣W )∣∣α(V )
=
[ ∑
1in
λihi,i∂i,
[ ∑
1 jn
μ jh j, j∂ j,
∑
1kn
x2k
2
hk,k∂k
]]∣∣∣∣α(V )
=
[ ∑
1in
λihi,i∂i,
∑
1 jn
∑
1kn
μ jh j, j∂ j
(
x2k
2
hk,k
)
∂k
−
∑
1kn
∑
1 jn
μ j
x2k
2
hk,k∂k(h j, j)∂ j
]∣∣∣∣α(V )
=
[ ∑
1in
λihi,i∂i,
∑
1 jn
∑
1kn,k 
= j
μ jh j, j
x2k
2
∂ j(hk,k)∂k
+
∑
1 jn
μ jh j, j
( x2j
2
∂ j(h j, j) + x jh j, j
)
∂ j
]∣∣∣∣α(V )
=
[ ∑
1in
λihi,i∂i,
∑
1 jn
μ jx jh
2
j, j∂ j
]∣∣∣∣α(V )
=
[ ∑
1in
λihi,i∂i,
∑
1 jn
μ jx jh j, j∂ j
]∣∣∣∣α(V )
=
( ∑
1in
∑
1 jn
λiμ jhi,i∂i(x jh j, j)∂ j −
∑
1 jn
∑
1in
λiμ j x jh j, j∂ j(hi,i)∂i
)∣∣∣∣α(V )
=
( ∑
1in
∑
1 jn, j 
=i
λiμ jhi,i x j∂i(h j, j)∂ j +
∑
1in
λiμihi,i
(
xi∂i(hi,i) + hi,i
)
∂i
)∣∣∣∣α(V )
=
∑
1in
λiμih
2
i,i∂i|α(V )
=
∑
1in
λiμihi,i∂i|α(V )
=
( ∑
1in
λiμihi
)
· D|α(V )
= dα((λ  μ)  H)∣∣α(V ).
So [π(λ  H), [π(μ  H),π(G)]] = π([λ  H, [μ  H,G]]) = π((λ  μ)  H) for all λ, μ ∈Rn , and the mapping λ → π(λ  H),
Rn → π(C), is a linear bijection by Lemma 20 which is also a ring isomorphism if we deﬁne a continuous multiplication
on π(C) × π(C) → π(C) by (π(λ  H),π(μ  H)) → [π(λ  H), [π(μ  H),π(G)]] = π((λ  μ)  H) for all λ, μ ∈ Rn . Under
this binary operation, π(C) is a commutative Polish ring which is algebraically isomorphic to the commutative Polish ring
(Rn, ). By Proposition 17, (Rn, ) is topologically isomorphic to π(C) via the mapping λ → π(λH). Similarly we can deﬁne
a continuous multiplication on ψ−1(π(C)) × ψ−1(π(C)) → ψ−1(π(C)), (ψ−1(π(λ  H)),ψ−1(π(μ  H))) → [ψ−1(π(λ 
H)), [ψ−1(π(μ  H)),ψ−1(π(G))]] = ψ−1(π([λ  H, [μ  H,G]])) = ψ−1(π((λ  μ)  H)) for all λ, μ ∈ Rn . So with this
binary operation ψ−1(π(C)) is also a commutative Polish ring which is algebraically isomorphic to the commutative Polish
ring (Rn, ). Hence, ψ−1(π(C)) and π(C) are topologically isomorphic as commutative Polish rings via the mapping ψ :
ψ−1(π(C)) → π(C), ψ : ψ−1(π(λ  H)) → π(λ  H). 
The following elementary lemma is a very special well-known case of Poincare’s Lemma [4].
2752 R.R. Kallman, A.P. McLinden / Topology and its Applications 159 (2012) 2743–2756Lemma 30. Let φ1 , . . . , φn ∈ C∞(S), where S ⊂ Rn is an open neighborhood of 0 which is star-shaped with respect to 0. Then there
exists ψ ∈ C∞(S) such that ∂(ψ) = φ for 1  n if and only if ∂i(φ j) = ∂ j(φi) for all 1 i, j  n.
Proof. The ∂i(φ j) = ∂ j(φi) conditions are certainly necessary for ψ to exist. On the other hand let ψ(x) = ∑1n∫ 1
0 xφ(tx)dt . It is straightforward, using the ∂i(φ j) = ∂ j(φi) conditions, to verify that ∂(ψ) = φ for 1  n. 
Lemma 31. Let f ∈ C∞(U ), where U ⊂ Rn is star-shaped with respect to a ∈ U . Then there exists q ∈ C∞(U ) so that f (x) =
f (a) + (x− a) · (∇q)(x) for all x ∈ U .
Proof. Let x ∈ U and let ϕ(t) = f (a + t(x− a)). Then f (x) − f (a) = ϕ(1) − ϕ(0) =∑1 jn(x j − a j) ∫ 10 ∂ j( f )(a + t(x− a))dt
by the Chain Rule. If r j(x) =
∫ 1
0 ∂ j( f )(a + t(x − a))dt then it is easy to check by differentiating under the integral signs,
permitted since all functions are smooth, that ∂i(r j) = ∂ j(ri) for all 1 i, j  n. Hence, Lemma 30 implies that there exists
q ∈ C∞(U ) such that ∂i(q) = ri for 1 i  n. 
Theorem 32. Let a ∈ W , F ∈L, H ∈L0(M) ⊂L be the vector ﬁeld on M used in the proof of Theorem 29 and let K be the vector ﬁeld
on M supported in W such that dα(K |W ) = k · D, where k(x) = (x1h1,1(x), . . . , xnhn,n(x)). Then there exists Q ∈L0(M) ⊂L and a
unique b ∈Rn such that π(F ) = π(b  H)+π(Q )+[π(Q ),π(α(a)  H)]− [π(Q ),π(K )]. Moreover, π(b  H) = π( f (α(a))  H),
where f ∈ C∞(α(W ))n satisﬁes dα(F |W ) = f · D.
Proof. Let dα(F |W ) = f · D , where f = ( f1, . . . , fn) ∈ C∞(α(W ))n and, using the notation of Theorem 29, let dα(H|W ) =
h =∑1n h = (h1,1, . . . ,hn,n) ∈ C∞0 (α(W ))n . Lemma 31 implies that for each 1 i  n there is a qi ∈ C∞(α(W )) so that
f i(x) = f i(α(a)) + (x− α(a)) · (∇qi)(x). Let q = (q1, . . . ,qn) ∈ C∞(α(W ))n and let Q be the vector ﬁeld supported on W so
that dα(Q |W ) = (q  h) · D . Then
dα
(((
f (α(a))  H
)+ Q + [Q ,α(a)  H]− [Q , K ])∣∣W )∣∣α(V )
= ((( f (α(a))  h) · D)+ ((q  h) · D)+ [(q  h) · D, (α(a)  h) · D]− [(q  h) · D,k · D])∣∣α(V )
=
(((
f
(
α(a)
)
 h
) · D)+ ((q  h) · D)+ ∑
1in
∑
1 jn
qihi,i∂i(α(a) jh j, j)∂ j
−
∑
1 jn
∑
1in
α(a) jh j, j∂ j(qihi,i)∂i −
∑
1in
∑
1 jn
qihi,i∂i(x jh j, j)∂ j
+
∑
1 jn
∑
1in
x jh j, j∂ j(qihi,i)∂i
)∣∣∣∣α(V )
=
(((
f
(
α(a)
)
 h
) · D)+ ((q  h) · D)− ∑
1 jn
∑
1in
α(a) jh j, jhi,i∂ j(qi)∂i
−
∑
1in
qih
2
i,i∂i +
∑
1 jn
∑
1in
x jh j, jhi,i∂ j(qi)∂i
)∣∣∣∣α(V )
=
(((
f
(
α(a)
)
 h
) · D)+ ∑
1in
∑
1 jn
(x j − α(a) j)h j, jhi,i∂ j(qi)∂i
)∣∣∣∣α(V )
=
(((
f
(
α(a)
)
 h
) · D)+ ∑
1in
hi,i
(
x− α(a)) · (∇qi)(x)∂i
)∣∣∣∣α(V )
= ( f · D)|α(V )
= dα(F |W )|α(V ),
so dα((( f (α(a))  H) + Q + [Q ,α(a)  H] − [Q , K ] − F )|W )|α(V ) = 0. Hence, π(F ) = π(b  H) + π(Q ) + [π(Q ),π(α(a)) 
H)] − [π(Q ),π(K )], where b = f (α(a)) by Lemma 20 and the deﬁnition of π . This proves the existence of b and Q .
To prove the uniqueness of b it suﬃces by linearity to show that if b ∈ Rn and Q ∈ L with π(b  H) + π(Q ) +
[π(Q ),π(α(a)  H)] − [π(Q ),π(K )] = 0, i.e., with ((b  H) + Q + [Q ,α(a)  H] − [Q , K ])|V = 0, then b = 0. Let q · D =
dα(Q |W ). Then Lemma 20 implies that
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=
(
(b  h) · D + q · D +
∑
1in
∑
1 jn
qiα(a) j∂i(h j, j)∂ j
−
∑
1 jn
∑
1in
α(a) jh j, j∂ j(qi)∂i −
∑
1in
∑
1 jn
qi∂i(x jh j, j)∂ j
+
∑
1 jn
∑
1in
x jh j, j∂ j(qi)∂i
)∣∣∣∣α(V )
=
(
(b  h) · D + q · D −
∑
1in
qihi,i∂i +
∑
1 jn
∑
1in
(x j − α(a) j)h j, j∂ j(qi)∂i
)∣∣∣∣α(V )
=
(
(b  h) · D +
∑
1in
∑
1 jn
(x j − α(a) j)h j, j∂ j(qi)∂i
)∣∣∣∣α(V ).
By taking x = α(a) we see that 0 = (b  h(α(a))) · D and hence b = 0. 
Lemma 33. Use the notation that appears in the statements and proofs of Theorem 29 and Theorem 32. Let c1 = ψ−1(π(α(a) 
H)) ∈ ψ−1(π(C)). Then for every k1 ∈ K, there is a unique c2 ∈ ψ−1(π(C)) and a k2 ∈ K such that k1 = c2 + k2 + [k2, c1] −
[k2,ψ−1(π(K ))]. The mapping k1 → c2 ,K→ ψ−1(π(C)), is a Borel mapping.
Proof. Sc1 = {(k1,k2, c2) ∈ K2 × ψ−1(π(C)) | k1 = c2 + k2 + [k2, c1] − [k2,ψ−1(π(K ))]} is a closed additive subgroup of
K2×ψ−1(π(C)) since both sides of the equation deﬁning Sc1 are continuous in (k1,k2, c2). If π (1  3) is the projection
onto the -th coordinate in K3, note that Theorem 32 implies that π1(Sc1 ) = K and the uniqueness of c2 for a given k1.
Zc1 = {(0, r,0) | (0, r,0) ∈ Sc1 } is a closed additive subgroup of Sc1 . If (k1,k2, c2) ∈ Sc1 , then π−11 (k1) ∩ Sc1 = {(k1,k2 +
r, c2) | (0, r,0) ∈ Sc1 } = (k1,k2, c2) + Zc1 . Theorem 12.17 of Kechris ([8]) implies that there is a Borel uniformization for
the quotient group Sc1/Zc1 or, equivalently, there is a Borel uniformization U on Sc1 with respect to π1, i.e., U ⊂ Sc1 is
a Borel set such that π1|U : U → K is a bijection. The Lusin–Souslin Theorem [8, Corollary 15.2, p. 89] now implies that
(π1|U )−1 :K→ U ⊂ Sc1 is a Borel mapping and hence that π3 ◦ (π1|U )−1 :K→ ϕ−1(C) is a Borel mapping. This is just the
statement that the mapping k1 → c2, K→ ψ−1(π(C)), is a Borel mapping. 
Theorem 34. Use the notation that appears in the statements and proofs of Theorem 29, Theorem 32 and Lemma 33. Then ψ :K→
L/I(V ) is a topological isomorphism.
Proof. Let F ∈L and suppose that dα(F |W ) = f · D , where f ∈ C∞(α(W ))n . The mapping ψ−1(π(F )) → ψ−1(π( f (α(a)) 
H)) → π( f (α(a))  H) → f (α(a)), K → ψ−1(π(C)) → π(C) → Rn , is a composition of well-deﬁned Borel and continu-
ous mappings of additive abelian groups by the statements and the proofs of Theorem 29, Theorem 32 and Lemma 33.
Similarly the mapping π(F ) → π( f (α(a))  H) → f (α(a)), π(L) → π(C) → Rn , is a composition of well-deﬁned Borel
and continuous mappings of additive abelian groups by Theorem 32 and Lemma 33 in the special case in which
ψ is the identity. Therefore these two mappings are Borel mappings. If {am}m1 ⊂ V is dense, then the mappings
ψ−1(π(F )) → ( f (α(a1)), f (α(a2))), . . .), K→∏m1Rn , and π(F ) → ( f (α(a1)), f (α(a2))), . . .), π(L) →∏m1Rn , are in-
jective and therefore Borel isomorphisms onto their ranges. The same reasoning used in Theorem 26 now shows that the
mapping ψ−1(π(F )) → π(F ), K → π(L), is a Borel isomorphism of additive abelian groups and therefore a topological
isomorphism. But this topological isomorphism coincides with ψ . 
Corollary 35. Let M be a Hausdorff second countable C∞ manifold and let L0(M) ⊂ L ⊂ L(M) be an abstract Lie subring that is
a Polish Lie ring with respect to some Polish topology (which a priori has nothing to do with the natural Polish topology on L(M)).
Then the natural injection ι :L→L(M) is continuous.
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 34 the (chart dependent) mapping ψa : F → f (α(a)), ψa : L→ Rn is a Borel mapping for
each chart (α,W ) on M and each a ∈ W . Let ηa be the similar mappings deﬁned on L(M). Now if {ai}i1 is dense in M
and {B j} j1 is a basis for the topology of Rn , then the sets η−1ai (B j) (i, j  1) is a countable sequence of Borel subsets of
L(M) which separate points and therefore generate the Borel structure of L(M). But ηa ◦ ι = ψa , so ι−1(η−1ai (B j)) = ψ−1ai (B j)
is a Borel subset of L and therefore ι is a Borel mapping. This implies that ι : L→ L(M), considered as a homomorphism
of additive abelian groups, is continuous by Theorem 9.10 of Kechris [8]. 
Theorem 36. Theorem 1 is true.
2754 R.R. Kallman, A.P. McLinden / Topology and its Applications 159 (2012) 2743–2756Proof. Let {Vm}m1 be a sequence of regular open subsets of M which are contained in U and which cover U . I(U ) ⊂ I(Vm)
for all m 1 and therefore there is a natural topological isomorphism of the Polish Lie ring L/I(Vm) with the Polish Lie ring
(L/I(U ))/(I(Vm)/I(U )) by Lemma 11. Therefore ϕ induces a natural algebraic isomorphism ϕ˜m : R/ϕ−1(I(Vm)/I(U )) →
L/I(Vm) of Polish Lie rings. Each ϕ˜m is a topological isomorphism by Theorem 34. Therefore the mapping
∏
m1 ϕ˜m :∏
m1R/ϕ
−1(I(Vm)/I(U )) →∏m1L/I(Vm) is a topological isomorphism of Polish Lie rings. If DL is the natural diagonal
mapping DL : L → ∏m1L/I(Vm), then DL(F ) = 0 for F ∈ L if and only if F ∈ ⋂m1 I(Vm) if and only if F ∈ I(U ).
Similarly, if DR is the natural diagonal mapping DR : R →∏m1R/ϕ−1(I(Vm)/I(U )), then DR(R) = 0 for R ∈ R if and
only if R ∈⋂m1 ϕ−1(I(Vm)/I(U )) if and only if R ∈ ϕ−1(I(U )/I(U )) = {0}. Therefore there are natural continuous injective
mappings L/I(U ) →∏m1L/I(Vm) and R→∏m1R/ϕ−1(I(Vm)/I(U )) that therefore are Borel isomorphisms onto their
ranges. The same reasoning used in Theorem 26 now shows that the composition of these mappings is a Borel isomorphism
of additive abelian groups and therefore a topological isomorphism. But this topological isomorphism coincides with ϕ . 
Lemma 37. Use the notation of Proposition 27. Let ∅ 
= U ⊂ M be open. Then L/I(U ) has center {0}.
Proof. Let π : L → L/I(U ) be the natural quotient mapping and suppose that G ∈ L satisﬁes [π(F ),π(G)] = 0 for all
F ∈L. Then for every F ∈L we have that π([F ,G]) = 0 if and only if [F ,G] ∈ I(U ) if and only if [F ,G]|U = 0. This in turn
implies that [F ,G] = 0 for all F ∈ S(U ) and therefore G ∈ I(U ) by Proposition 27. Hence, π(G) = 0 and the center of L/I(U )
is {0}. 
Proof of Corollary 2. Splice together Theorem 1, Lemma 37, Proposition 12 and Proposition 16. 
7. Complete algebraic Polish Lie ring invariants for smooth manifolds
Shanks and Pursell [13] proved that if M1 and M2 are two Hausdorff second countable C∞ manifolds, then any alge-
braic isomorphism between the Lie algebras L0(M1) and L0(M2) is induced by a diffeomorphism between M1 and M2.
Grabowski [5] proved a similar theorem for L(M1) and L(M2) and Amemiya [1] proved a related result for complex mani-
folds. The purpose of this section is to show that Theorem 1 may be combined with the methods of Shanks and Pursell to
prove the following theorem, which might prove to be of use for purposes of analysis since the Lie rings under consideration
are complete. Grabowski’s Theorem will be a special case.
Theorem 38. Let M1 and M2 be two Hausdorff second countable C∞ manifolds and let L0(M) ⊂ L ⊂ L(M) be an abstract Lie
subring which is a Polish Lie ring with respect to some Polish topology (which a priori has nothing to do with the natural Polish topology
on L(M))with respect to which L0(M) is dense in L ( = 1, 2). If ϕ :L1 →L2 is an algebraic isomorphism of Lie rings, then there
is a diffeomorphism τ : M1 → M2 such that ϕ = dτ .
Some condition such as the density of L0(M) in L is needed for Theorem 38 to be true. To see this, let M1 = M be
a nontrivial smooth manifold, m0 ∈ M , M2 = M − {m0}, L1 = L(M1) and L2 = {F |M2 | F ∈ L(M1)}, and ϕ : L1 → L2 be
deﬁned by ϕ(F ) = F |M2. ϕ is a Lie ring isomorphism and therefore can be used to identify L2 topologically with L1. But
M1 is certainly not diffeomorphic to M2 in general, for if M1 is the circle, then M2 is the real line.
Lemma 39. Let M be a Hausdorff second countable C∞ manifold. If F ∈L(M), m ∈ M, F (m) 
= 0 and W an open neighborhood of m,
then there exists G ∈ L0(M) such that Supp(G) ⊂ W and [F ,G](m) 
= 0. In particular if L0(M) ⊂ L ⊂ L(M) is a Lie subring, I is
a Lie ideal in L, F ∈ I, m ∈ M, F (m) 
= 0, and W is an open neighborhood of m, then there exists H ∈L0(M) ∩ I such that H(m) 
= 0
and support(H) ⊂ W .
Proof. We may assume that there is a diffeomorphism α : W → α(W ) onto an open subset of Rn , that α(m) = 0,
that m ∈ V ⊂ W is open with clM(V ) ⊂ W , that α(V ) is a cubical neighborhood centered at 0, and that dα(F |W ) =∑
1n f∂ with f1(0) 
= 0. Let G ∈ L0(M) with Supp(G) ⊂ W and dα(G|W )|V = x1∂1. Then dα([F ,G]|W )|V = f1∂1 −∑
1n x1∂1( f)∂ , so dα([F ,G]|W )(0) 
= 0 implies [F ,G](m) 
= 0.
For the last assertions let H = [F ,G] if F ∈ I. Then H(m) 
= 0, H ∈ I and Supp(H) ⊂ Supp(G) ⊂ W by Lemma 19. 
Lemma 40. Let M be a Hausdorff second countable C∞ manifold. If L0(M) ⊂L⊂L(M) is a Lie subring and I is a Lie ideal in L, then
either L0(M) ⊂ I or there is some m ∈ M such that F ∈ I implies F (m) = 0. Furthermore if there is a diffeomorphism α : W → α(W )
onto an open subset of Rn and dα(F |W ) =∑1n f∂ , then every derivative of each f vanishes at α(m).
Proof. To prove the ﬁrst assertion, suppose that L0(M) 
⊂ I. Then J=L0(M)∩ I is a proper ideal in L0(M). Therefore there
is an m ∈ M such that F ∈ J implies F (m) = 0 by Lemma 1 of [13]. Lemma 39 now implies that F ∈ I implies F (m) = 0. The
last assertion follows from a word-for-word repetition of the proof of Lemma 2 of [13]. 
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under inclusion. Let M(L) be the set of maximal elements in this partially ordered set. The elements of M(L) will be called
maximal closed (Lie) ideals in L. Note that the elements of M(L) are not necessarily maximal proper Lie ideals in L and
that it may well happen that M(L) = ∅. If ∅ 
=A⊂M(L), deﬁne A= {I ∈M(L) |⋂J∈A J⊂ I} and ∅ = ∅.
Lemma 42. Use the notation of Deﬁnition 41. Then ∅ = ∅, A ⊂ A, A ⊂ B implies A ⊂ B, A = A and A ∪ B ⊂ A∪B for all A,
B ∈M(L).
Proof. The ﬁrst three assertions follow directly from Deﬁnition 41. If A = ∅, then certainly A = ∅ = A. So suppose that
A 
= ∅. A ⊂ A. Conversely, suppose that I ∈ A. Then ⋂K∈AK ⊂ J for all J ∈ A, ⋂K∈AK ⊂ ⋂J∈A J ⊂ I, I ∈ A and so
A=A. A⊂A∪B, A⊂A∪B, B⊂A∪B, B⊂A∪B and therefore A∪B⊂A∪B. 
Since we do not necessarily have that A ∪B=A∪B for all A, B ∈M(L), we do not necessarily have that A→A is a
Kuratowski closure operation.
Lemma 43. Let M be a Hausdorff second countable C∞ manifold, let L0(M) ⊂L⊂L(M) be an abstract Lie subring which is a Polish
Lie ring with respect to some Polish topology (which a priori has nothing to do with the natural Polish topology on L(M)) with respect
to which L0(M) is dense in L and let I be an ideal in L. Then I ∈M(L) if and only if there is a unique m ∈ M such that I= Im, the
set of all F ∈L such that every derivative of every component of F with respect to any chart containing m vanishes at m.
Proof. If m ∈ M then Im is a proper ideal in L since L0(M) ⊂ L and L0(M) 
⊂ Im . Im is closed since the natural injection
of L→L(M) is continuous by Corollary 35 and the mapping which assigns to any F ∈L(M) the value of any derivative of
the components of F at m with respect to any chart certainly is continuous. Suppose that there exists a proper closed Lie
ideal Im ⊂ J⊂ L. We cannot have that L0(M) ⊂ J, for otherwise J= L since L0(M) is dense in L. Lemma 40 implies that
there is a point m′ ∈ M such that Im ⊂ J⊂ Im′ . If m 
=m′ then there exists F ∈L0(M) ∩ Im with F (m′) 
= 0. This contradicts
Im ⊂ Im′ since L0(M) ⊂L. Hence, m =m′ , Im = J and therefore Im ∈M(L).
Conversely, suppose that I ∈M(L). If L0(M) ⊂ I then I=L since L0(M) is dense in L. Therefore L0(M) 
⊂ I. Lemma 40
now implies that there is m ∈ M such that I⊂ Im . But since I ∈M(L) and Im ∈M(L), we have that I= Im . 
Lemma 44. Let M be a Hausdorff second countable C∞ manifold, let L0(M) ⊂L⊂L(M) be an abstract Lie subring which is a Polish
Lie ring with respect to some Polish topology (which a priori has nothing to dowith the natural Polish topology onL(M))with respect to
whichL0(M) is dense inL. Then the mappingA→A,M(L) →M(L) satisﬁesA∪B=A∪B and therefore is a Kuratowski closure
operation onM(L) which deﬁnes a topology (the Stone topology) onM(L). The mapping m → Im, M →M(L) is a homeomorphism.
Proof. Lemma 43 shows that the mapping ν : m → Im , ν : M → M(L) is a bijection. Following [13] we will be done if
we prove that A ⊂ M implies ν(clM(A)) = ν(A). If m ∈ clM(A), then every derivative of the components of every element
of ν(A) vanish at every point of A. Therefore they vanish at m by the same continuity argument given in the proof of
Lemma 43, ν(m) ∈ ν(A) and therefore ν(clM(A)) ⊂ ν(A).
On the other hand suppose that m /∈ clM(A). Choose m ∈ W where W ⊂ M is open and W ∩ clM(A) = ∅. Choose F ∈
L0(M) ⊂ L such that F (m) 
= 0 and Supp(F ) ⊂ W . Then every derivative of every component of F in every chart vanishes
at every point of M − Supp(F ) ⊃ A, F ∈⋂a∈A Ia but F /∈ Im , Im 
⊃⋂a∈A Ia , Im /∈ ν(A) and therefore ν(A) ⊂ ν(clM(A)). 
Lemma 45. LetL1 and L2 be two Polish Lie rings and let ϕ :L1 →L2 be a topological isomorphism. Then the mapping ψ : I→ ϕ(I),
ψ :M(L1) →M(L2) is a bijection which satisﬁes A⊂M(L1) implies ψ(A) = ψ(A). Therefore if both A→A, M(L1) →M(L1)
and B→B,M(L2) →M(L2) are Kuratowski closure operations, then ψ is a topological isomorphism.
Proof. We have that I ∈ M(L1) if and only if ϕ(I) ∈ M(L2) since ϕ is a topological isomorphism, so ψ is a bijection.
J ′ ∈ ψ(A) if and only if ⋂ J∈ψ(A) J ⊂ J ′ if and only if ⋂ψ−1( J )∈Aψ−1( J ) ⊂ ψ−1( J ′) if and only if ⋂K∈A K ⊂ ψ−1( J ′) if and
only if ψ−1( J ′) ∈A if and only if J ′ ∈ ψ(A). 
Lemma 46. Use the notation of Theorem 38. Then the mapping m → Im → ϕ(Im) = Iτ (m) → τ (m), τ : M1 →M(L1) →M(L2) →
M2 is a homeomorphism.
Proof. Combine Lemma 44 and Lemma 45. 
Lemma 47. Use the notation of Theorem 38. Then ϕ :L0(M1) →L0(M2) is an algebraic isomorphism.
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M1 | F ∈ Im}) = Int({m ∈ M1 | ϕ(F ) ∈ ϕ(Im) = Iτ (m)}) = Int(τ−1({τ (m) ∈ τ (M1) | ϕ(F ) ∈ Iτ (m)})) = Int(τ−1({m ∈ M2 | ϕ(F ) ∈
Im})) = τ−1(Int({m ∈ M2 | ϕ(F ) ∈ Im})) = τ−1(M2 − Supp(ϕ(F ))) and therefore Supp(F ) = τ−1(Supp(ϕ(F ))). Therefore F ∈
L0(M1) if and only if ϕ(F ) ∈L0(M2). 
Lemma 48. Let M be a Hausdorff second countable C∞ manifold, let L0(M) ⊂L⊂L(M) be an abstract Lie subring which is a Polish
Lie ring with respect to some Polish topology (which a priori has nothing to do with the natural Polish topology on L(M)) and let
ι : L → L(M) be the natural injection. If K ⊂ M is compact and L0(M)K = {F ∈ L0(M) | Supp(F ) ⊂ K }, then ι−1(L0(M)K ) is a
closed Lie subring of L and ι : ι−1(L0(M)K ) →L0(M)K is a topological isomorphism.
Proof. ι is continuous by Corollary 35 and L0(M)K is a closed Lie subring of L(M). Hence, ι−1(L0(M)K ) is a closed Lie
subring of L, ι : ι−1(L0(M)K ) →L0(M)K is a continuous bijection of additive abelian Polish groups and therefore is a topo-
logical isomorphism by Proposition 8. 
Proof of Theorem 38. Lemma 47 implies that ϕ : L0(M1) → L0(M2) is an algebraic isomorphism. L0(M1) and L0(M2)
are Lie algebras over R and ϕ is a Lie ring isomorphism. K ⊂ M1 is compact if and only if τ (K ) ⊂ M2 is compact, ϕ :
L0(M1)K → L0(M2)τ (K ) by the proof of Lemma 47 and ϕ is a topological isomorphism of Polish Lie rings by Lemma 48.
Both L0(M1)K and L0(M2)τ (K ) are Lie algebras over R and ϕ is additive and so is homogeneous with respect to the
rationals. Therefore ϕ is homogeneous with respect to elements of R by a simple continuity argument since the topology
on L0(M1)K is the same whether considered as a subset of L1 or as a subset of L(M1) and the topology on L0(M2)τ (K ) is
the same whether considered as a subset of L2 or as a subset of L(M2) by Lemma 48. Since this is true for every compact
subset K ⊂ M1 and since τ is a homeomorphism, we have that ϕ :L0(M1) →L0(M2) is not only additive but linear. Hence,
Theorem 3 of [13] implies that τ is inﬁnitely differentiable. Since τ−1 bears the same relation to ϕ−1 that τ does to ϕ , we
have that τ−1 is also inﬁnitely differentiable and τ is therefore a diffeomorphism.
In the proof of Theorem 3 of [13] it is shown that ϕ( f F ) = ( f ◦ τ−1)ϕ(F ) for every f ∈ C∞(M1) and F ∈ L0(M1). This
holds in particular for f ∈ C∞0 (M1). Now if f ∈ C∞0 (M1), {Fn}n1 ⊂L1, F ∈L1 and Fn → F in L1, then Fn → F in L(M1) by
Corollary 35, so f Fn → f F in L(M1), f Fn → f F in L1 by Lemma 48 since Supp( f Fn) ⊂ Supp( f ) (n 1) and Supp( f F ) ⊂
Supp( f ), ϕ( f Fn) → ϕ( f F ) in L2 by Theorem 1 and therefore ϕ( f Fn) → ϕ( f F ) in L(M2) by Lemma 48. Furthermore,
Fn → F in L1 implies that ϕ(Fn) → ϕ(F ) in L2 and therefore that ϕ(Fn) → ϕ(F ) in L(M2), again by Lemma 48, and that
( f ◦ τ−1)ϕ(Fn) → ( f ◦ τ−1)ϕ(F ) in L(M2). Hence, if ϕ( f Fn) = ( f ◦ τ−1)ϕ(Fn) for each n 1, then ϕ( f F ) = ( f ◦ τ−1)ϕ(F ).
Therefore if f ∈ C∞0 (M1), then {F ∈L1 | ϕ( f F ) = ( f ◦ τ−1)ϕ(F )} includes L0(M1) and is closed in L1 and therefore equals
L1 since L0(M1) is dense in L1 by assumption. Hence, ϕ( f F ) = ( f ◦ τ−1)ϕ(F ) for all f ∈ C∞0 (M1) and all F ∈L1.
Following Grabowski [5], if f ∈ C∞0 (M1) and F ∈ L1, we have (F ( f ) ◦ τ−1)ϕ(F ) = ϕ(F ( f )F ) = ϕ([F , f F ]) =
[ϕ(F ),ϕ( f F )] = [ϕ(F ), ( f ◦ τ−1)ϕ(F )] = ϕ(F )( f ◦ τ−1)ϕ(F ). Therefore (F ( f ) ◦ τ−1)(x) = ϕ(F )( f ◦ τ−1)(x) for all x ∈
Supp(ϕ(F )). On the other hand, suppose that x /∈ Supp(ϕ(F )). Then ϕ(F )( f ◦ τ−1)(x) = 0. A simple consequence of
the proof (but not the statement) of Lemma 47 is that τ (Supp(F )) = Supp(ϕ(F )). Hence, x /∈ Supp(ϕ(F )) if and only if
τ−1(x) /∈ Supp(F ). Therefore (F ( f ) ◦ τ−1)(x) = F ( f )(τ−1(x)) = 0 and so (F ( f ) ◦ τ−1)(x) = ϕ(F )( f ◦ τ−1)(x) for all x ∈ M2
and all f ∈ C∞0 (M1), or dτ (F )(g) = F (g ◦ τ ) ◦ τ−1 = ϕ(F )(g) for all g ∈ C∞0 (M2). Since every element of C∞(M2) is locally
equal to an element of C∞0 (M2) we have that ϕ(F ) = dτ (F ). 
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